Abstract|Optimal sounding sequences which satisfy a certain autocorrelation property are useful for fast channel estimation techniques which are based on non-iterative channel sounding methods. In this paper, we study optimal sequences consisting of complex symbols with constant magnitude. An indirect sequence construction method is derived by considering the phase di erence between sequence symbols. Our construction method includes periodic and nonperiodic optimal sequences, and provides insight into the nature and properties of optimal sequences that are based on consecutive roots-of-unity phase di erence sequences.
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I. Introduction
To speed up the convergence of algorithms such as the least mean-square (LMS), fast start-up channel estimations based on channel sounding with low complexity have been studied 1]. To obtain optimal estimation performance in channels corrupted by noise, optimal sequences are needed. In this paper, we are interested in a class of optimal sequences consisting of complex symbols with constant magnitude, which are constructed with a minimum length and are suitable for transmitters using non-linear power ampliers. Complex sequences have been studied in 2-11] and references therein.
We formulate the complex constant-magnitude optimal sequence construction problem by considering the phase di erence between adjacent sequence symbols, and hence, an indirect sequence construction method is derived. The method is not only simple but also provides insight into the nature and properties of sequences which are based on underlying consecutive roots-of-unity phase di erence sequences. Our method includes periodic and non-periodic optimal sequences, and provides a uni cation of some previous methods. The signi cance of non-periodic optimal sequences is that for some special cases they have a smaller alphabet size than that of periodic sequences. In this paper, we assume that the baseband received signal, y k , be written as 
III. Sequence Construction Method
For a constant magnitude sequence, only the phase difference between the complex sequence symbols is of significance and we write it as b k+1 =b k = d k ; k = 0; 1; ; 2n c ? 3 (4) where fb k g is the sounding sequence of constant magnitude and the phases of the sequence fd k g, which has unit magnitude, are the phase di erence between two adjacent symbols of fb k g. By considering the cases of r k;k+1 and r k+1;k+2 in (2), we get b k+1 b k = b k+1+nc b k+nc or d k = d nc+k for k = 0; 1; : : :, n c ? 1. Thus, the sequence fd k g has a period of n c .
We can express the optimal autocorrelation condition in terms of d k as
(5) Hence, to nd the optimal sequences we can rst nd the solution of (5) and then use (4) to obtain the sounding sequences fb k g from fd k g.
A close observation of (5) indicates that it is cyclic and symmetric in nature. This observation (together with the constraint jd k j = 1) implies that a solution for (5) is given by d k = A exp j 2 nc kr ; k = 0; 1; :::; n c ? 1 (6) where j 4 = p ?1, r is any integer that is relatively prime to n c (i.e., n c and r have no common factor), and A is any arbitrary complex constant with unit magnitude. We shall refer to the sequence fd k g in (6) as a \consecutive roots-ofunity phase di erence" sequence. It is easily shown that the solution (6) satis es (5) using the fact that the summation of roots-of-unity is zero. Based on the consecutive roots-of-unity sequence, a more general solution set can be obtained when n c has some factors by splitting the sequence fd k g into several groups.
Let n c = p 2 q where p and q are factors of n c (we will justify this requirement shortly), then d pk+s = A s E r (k); s = 0; 1; ; p ? 1 (7) where E r (k) 4 = exp j 2 p n c kr exp j 2 pq kr ; k = 0; 1; :::;pq ? 1:
Likewise, r is any integer that is relatively prime to n c , and A 0 ; A 1 ; :::; A p?1 are arbitrary complex constants with unit magnitude. We now show that the solution (7) satis es (5) by considering two possible cases: exp j 2 p mr l n c =p = 0; as l n c =p is an integer less than p: (9) Thus, we can see that n c = p 2 q guarantees that the l-th term of (5); namely, P nc?1 k=0 d k d k+1 d k+l?1 , is zero when l is a multiple of n c =p. In fact, note that if n c has a factor p but not p 2 , then A 0 ; A 1 ; :::; A p?1 could not be changed arbitrary and the solution (7) would become the same as (6) .
In summary, we have shown that the construction of complex optimal sounding sequences with constant magnitude can be performed through the use of (4) and (7) . In particular, one should choose the value of p such that p 2 is the greatest perfect square factor of n c because the sequences obtained from smaller possible values of p will be included automatically. As an example, suppose that n c = 8 and let fd k g be as shown in Figure 1 . Then, by using (4) we can obtain the sounding sequence of length 15 which corresponds to fd k g. By changing the phase of A 0 ; A 1 ; :::; A p?1 , we can obtain di erent fd k g's. However, (7)).
note that all cyclic shifted and reversed versions of a particular sequence fd k g should be regarded as being the same sequence.
IV. Discussions
A. Periodicity
We can note the following relationship from (4) and (7) In particular, notice that the periodicity of a sounding sequence is not a necessary requirement for channel estimation in general. This is also true with the synchronization process in which only the magnitude of the correlation output is signi cant.
B. Existing Sequences
Various construction methods of complex periodic optimal sequences can be found in the literature [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . It is easy to verify that the sequences obtained from (4) and (7) include the well-known periodic sequences -Frank sequences 2] and Zado -Chu sequences 3]. Zado -chu sequences have the form given by b k = exp ? j k 2 r=n c and b k = exp (j k(k + 1)r=n c ) for even and odd values of n c , respectively. We can see that the phase di erence between two adjacent symbols (i.e., phase of d k = b k+1 =b k ) increases with k by a constant phase step 2 r=n c . Thus, the phase di erence sequence of Zado -Chu sequence is identical to the consecutive roots-of-unit sequence. Frank sequences are only applicable when n c is a perfect square (i.e., n c = p 2 ). We can construct Frank sequences from (4) and (7) The GCL polyphase sequence fs k g is de ned as s k = a (kmodp) b k for k = 0; 1; ; n c ? 1, where b k is a ZadoChu sequence, k mod p means that the index k is reduced modulo q (with n c = p 2 q), and a 0 ; a 1 a p?1 are arbitrary complex constants with unit magnitude. Multiplying the k-th sounding sequence symbol b k by a (kmodp) is equivalent to increasing the phase of d k?1 = b k =b k?1 and decreasing the phase of d k = b k+1 =b k simultaneously by the phase of a (kmodp) . We can see that changing a 0 ; a 1 a p?1 plus a linear modulation (i.e., multiplying s k by exp (j2 kr=n c )) is equivalent to changing A 0 ; A 1 ; :::; A p?1 with the restriction of = 1. In particular, GCL can generate, in principle, the same set of periodic sequences as our construction method. However, using our method we can produce the set of sequences more naturally and sysmetically by using di erent values of A 0 ; A 1 ; :::; A p?1 .
Some non-periodic sequences with constant magnitude for the case of k = 1, for any integer k, referred to as !-cycle perfect sequences, can also be found in 9]. We can see that most of the previous periodic and non-periodic sequences are based on the same underlying phase di erences as our work. Therefore, our method provides an uni cation of various previous methods and more importantly, it does provide signi cant insight into the nature and properties of those sequences.
C. Minimum Alphabet Set
In practice, it is preferable to have sequences consisting of small alphabet sets. By choosing A 0 ; A 1 ; :::; A p?1 with phases that are multiples of 2 p=n c (optimal sequences with discrete phases are usually referred to as polyphase sequences), we can obtain sounding sequences with symbols having phases that are multiples of a phase step size that is equal to 2 p=n c (i.e., there are pq di erent phases). In this case, our construction method will give sounding sequences with a minimumalphabet set. In addition, we have (A 0 A 1 A p?1 ) pq = 1. Thus, we can see from (11) that these optimal sounding sequences will be non-periodic if p is odd and q is even ( = ?1). Otherwise, they will be periodic ( = 1). For example, when n c = 6, 10, 14 or 18, we can generate only non-periodic sequences if the minimum alphabet sets are used. Finally, we note that the minimum alphabet sets corresponding to periodic sounding sequences obtained from our simple sequence construction method are consistent with those obtained from GCL polyphase sequences 10], those obtained using computer search 11] and the conjecture on minimum alphabet set in 7]. In particular, for the case of odd p and even q, the size of the alphabet set would be doubled if non-periodic sequences are not used because some A s must have phases with odd multiples of p=n c to make (A 0 A 1 A p?1 ) pq = ?1.
V. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied a class of optimal sounding sequences consisting of complex unit-magnitude symbols for fast channel estimation. A simple indirect sequence construction method has been presented which generates periodic and non-periodic optimal sequences. Using this construction method, we have shown that most existing sequences are based on an underlying phase di erence sequence. Therefore, our method provides an uni cation of various previous methods. In addition, our method provides insight into the nature of those sequences. Finally, we have shown how to construct the minimum alphabet sets.
